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asuka langley sohryu ([ ], sry asuka rangur) is a 14-year-old
fictional character from the neon genesis evangelion franchise
and one of the main female characters. asuka is designated as
the second child (second children in the original japanese
versions) of the evangelion project and pilots the evangelion
unit-02. her surname is romanized as soryu in the english
manga and sohryu in the english version of the tv series, the
english version of the anime movie and on gainax's website.
the manga re-imagines the infamous hospital opening scene
from the end of evangelion with asuka and shinji, beginning
much the same way it does in the movie. however, from here
it diverges incredibly. shinji shouts that the asuka he wants
isn't the girl lying before him and asuka seems to awaken from
her coma and temporarily strangles shinji. luckily, nerv
hospital staff separate the two and shinji is led out as asuka
angrily screams that she hates everybody. shinji breaks down
crying over this and is traumatized by what she said to him.
this book is an archive of design sketches created for the 1995
television series, as well as the 1997 theatrical release.
included are draft artwork of characters, mecha, weapons,
vehicles, interior and exterior locations, and more, all
supported by the original artists detailed design notes. this
432-page tome is a must-have for any fan of neon genesis
evangelion, animation production, and character design. the
series centers on the pilots of the evangelion units, as they
find themselves in a strange new world, and their fight against
the gigantic angel invaders. the anime is heavily influenced by
the works of writer hideaki anno and artist yoshiyuki
sadamoto. the opening theme is performed by the rock band x
japan, while the ending theme, "blue garden", is performed by
the rock band b'z.
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what is it like to be in a relationship with the pilot of a super
saiyan robot made of whale bone? shinji found out first hand in
evangelion 1.11 when yui tells him that the body of the angel

he is piloting is actually the body of asuka, and that she is
alive. what happened to her after the third impact? did she die,

or did she survive and become a super saiyan? if she did
survive, why was she unable to stop the fourth impact? and,
why did she become colder? the answers to these questions
are all waiting for the audience in the last episode of the first

season of the new evangelion movie. "angel's note" is the first
and the last episode of the original evangelion anime and tells
a story of the eva pilot's life and her inner struggle. in a press
release from the evanews (which is a note to the neon genesis

evangelion: anima / neon genesis evangelion: the end of
evangelion project), producer majin_anime had this to say

about this episode: we will be filming the highly anticipated
"angel's note" episode of evangelion: 3.0 + 1.0 at the neo

genisis evangelion: builders laboratory in tokyo on february 2,
2013. the details of the episode will be announced at a later
date. for those who are not familiar with the series, "angel's

note" is the opening episode of evangelion: 3.0 + 1.0, and as
the name suggests, it is an episode that will tell us a bit about
the first of the two angels that shinji pilots, the first of the two
angel's that asuka pilots, and much more. in the original neon
genesis evangelion manga, asuka is depicted as having a very
close relationship with shinji. for the first ten chapters of the

manga, asuka is constantly with shinji, and the two are
depicted as sharing an almost unbreakable bond. during the
first few chapters of the manga, it is implied that asuka and

shinji actually have a romantic relationship, but in chapter 12,
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asuka confesses that she feels nothing for shinji and is just
using him. in chapter 17, asuka declares that she has no

romantic feelings for shinji, but is still willing to help him. in
chapter 38, asuka and shinji make up and get back together.
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